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Delavan/Canisius College Station at Main Street and Delavan Avenue in Buffalo is newly refurbished. 
The escalators were replaced as well as all the panels around the escalators. It's part of a major 
systemwide overhaul. Sharon Cantillon/Buffalo News 

After more than 35 years, Metro Rail's Delavan/Canisius College Station had 
experienced its share of wear and tear. 

Thousands of commuters traversed its escalators, water and salt seeped through its 

walls, and one time a car even crashed through its front window. Like other stations a 

few years ago along the 6.4-mile line, Delavan/Canisius College was looking downright 

shabby. 

"The panel liners needed replacement, they were stained and rusting, and the paint was 

peeling off," acknowledged Kimberley A. Minkel, executive director of the Niagara 

Frontier Transportation Authority. "It was obviously in need of repair." 

But now the busy station serving Canisius College and the surrounding neighborhood 

looks anything but shabby. Gleaming new panels and ceramic tiles line the walls and 

new escalators are ferrying commuters to and from the subway below. 
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"We spent about $1.1 million on that station alone," Minkel said of the project 

completed in 2020 – aside from escalator work – that required extensive scaffolding 

and "really improved its aesthetics and durability." 

Other Metro Rail stations still need attention. LaSalle, a busy stop served by an 

adjoining park and ride lot, is also marked by peeling paint and deteriorating wall 

panels. But it and others will all get their makeover chance as part of the five-year, $100 

million rehabilitation fund established by New York State. Pushed by State Sen. Timothy 

M. Kennedy, D-Buffalo, chairman of the Senate Transportation Committee, Minkel says 

the authority now has a pot of money to fund the ongoing needs of upstate's only 

commuter rail system. 

"That was a game changer," Minkel said. "Some of the improvements are very visible 

and noticeable and some not to the naked eye. 

"We've been prioritizing the stations based on conditions and greatest need," she added. 

Also encouraged by then-Assemblyman Sean M. Ryan, D-Buffalo – now a state senator 

– the new funds were obtained by Kennedy in 2019. Since then, escalator maintenance 

has emerged as one of the systems' major expenses, Minkel said, prompting the 

authority to dedicate $18.5 million to their replacement or rehabilitation throughout the 

system. 

"It's interesting that we spend almost as much moving people up and down as we do 

moving people across," she said, calling escalator maintenance a "never-ending" 

program. 

 
 
A passenger goes up the upper escalator to street level at the Delavan/Canisius College Station at 
Main Street and Delavan Avenue.Sharon Cantillon/Buffalo News 
 



Other projects include $11 million for new pads and fasteners on tracks, $3 million on 

the overhead catenary wires that deliver electricity to rail cars, $1.1 million on new 

elevator controls throughout the system, and a $1 million loop to provide better bus 

connections at Utica Station. Allen/Medical Campus received upgrades a few years ago 

as part of the construction of the University at Buffalo's Jacobs School of Medicine and 

Biomedical Sciences above. 

Minkel said about $1.3 million is slated for replacing panel liners at University Station 

in 2022, and $4 million is earmarked for a revamped Canalside Station. In addition, the 

new station at the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Terminal at the foot of 

Main Street is slated for completion in 2023, which will replace the temporary special 

events station now serving KeyBank Center. 

"Some of this is not very exciting, but it's all necessary, and really goes to improve 

reliability, the customer experience and safety," she said, noting that clean and inviting 

stations rank as the first element toward inviting commuters into the system.  

"No one wants to go into a dark and dingy station," Minkel said. "They need to be warm 

and inviting, but they need to be functional as well." 

NFTA planners have always viewed Metro Rail stations as "public spaces" and "places to 

congregate," and public art was included in most stations. The artwork at 

Delavan/Canisius is "cataloged for the time being," Minkel said, and officials are 

investigating what art will eventually be incorporated into the station. 

 
Tarrien Anderson, left, and Anijah Hardy wait for transportation at the now more inviting 
Delavan/Canisius College Station. 



 
 
A northbound train pulls into the Delavan/Canisius College Station at Main Steet and Delavan 
Avenue in Buffalo on Nov. 19. The newly reburbished station has new escalators and panels 
around the escalators. Sharon Cantillon/Buffalo News 
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The COVID-19 pandemic created unprecedented challenges for the
State’s regional transportation authorities by disrupting operations,
decreasing ridership, and severely reducing revenues; however, these
authorities reported that federal aid helped them weather pandemic
deficits. If ridership continues to languish and does not return to pre-
pandemic levels, the authorities will need additional revenue from other
sources to continue to provide services at current levels—or may be
faced with limiting services.
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Regional transportation authorities provide public transportation in four
upstate areas of New York State.  Combined, the Capital District
Transportation Authority (CDTA), the Central New York Regional
Transportation Authority (CNYRTA), the Rochester-Genesee Regional
Transportation Authority (RGRTA) and the Niagara Frontier
Transportation Authority (NFTA) serve more than four million people
residing in 18 counties. All four authorities provide bus and paratransit
services, and all but RGRTA provide parking services. In addition, NFTA
provides light rail and air travel, and CDTA administers bicycle and
scooter rentals. Ridership totaled more than 65 million across all four
authorities in 2020. (See Figures 1 and 2.)

Figure 1: State Regional Transportation Authorities –
2020 Operations

Authority
Regional

Population

Annual
Vehicle

Miles
Ridership

Operating
Budget

Capital
District
Transportation
Authority

849,382 10,000,000 15,266,694  $125,538,267

Central New
York Regional
Transportation
Authority

882,899 5,550,000 11,000,000  $124,923,243

Niagara
Frontier
Transportation
Authority

1,127,983 13,005,600 23,841,188  $285,933,000

Rochester-
Genesee
Regional
Transportation
Authority

1,176,332 11,460,763 15,064,213  $130,031,853

Total 4,036,596 40,016,363 65,172,095  $666,426,363

Sources: U.S. Census 2019; CDTA, CNYRTA, NFTA and RGRTA; Public
Authorities Reporting Information System (PARIS)
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Figure 2: State Regional Transportation Authorities –
Areas and Services

Sources: U.S. Census 2019; CDTA, CNYRTA, NFTA and RGRTA; PARIS

All four authorities are highly reliant on subsidies. State subsidies
account for more than 50 percent of total revenues at CNYRTA and
nearly 46 percent at RGRTA. State and federal subsidies combined
comprise 71 percent and 42 percent of CDTA and NFTA total revenues,
respectively. NFTA also receives a sizable municipal subsidy from sales
tax receipts collected by Erie County. For each authority, Figure 3 shows
the percentage of revenue by source in the fiscal year that ended March
31, 2020 (FY 2020), before COVID-19 affected operations.

Figure 3: Authority Revenues by Source, FY 2020
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Notes: Other includes municipal and public authority subsidies,
investment earnings, rental and financing income and other operating
and non-operating revenues. Numbers may not add due to rounding.

Source: PARIS

Pandemic Effects
New York State law and regulations require public authorities to file
reports detailing their operations, including financial, procurement,
staffing and other information annually in the Public Authorities Reporting
Information System (PARIS).  If a State public authority suffers an
adverse, material impact to its finances, it is also required to file a Budget
Impact Statement (BIS).  Collectively, these reports for the year ended
March 31, 2021 provide valuable insight into the impacts of the
pandemic. All four regional transportation authorities suffered ridership
and fare losses, as well as a reduction in State funding. The authorities
also reported that additional federal aid helped mitigate pandemic
deficits.

Loss of Revenue and Ridership
Regional transportation authorities stopped collecting passenger bus
fares in the spring of 2020 in order to distance drivers from passengers
during the height of the pandemic. In addition, CDTA temporarily closed
the Saratoga Springs Rail Station and NFTA suspended the collection of
fares on its Metro Rail service. Fare collection resumed in the summer of
2020. Additionally, authorities reduced routes during the pandemic and
have not yet added all routes back. Collectively, the authorities reported
ridership declines from FY 2020 to FY 2021 that ranged from 35.5
percent at CDTA to 70.4 percent at CNYRTA. (See Figure 4.)

Figure 4: Regional Transportation Authorities – Annual Ridership,
FY 2020 and FY 2021 (in millions)
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Sources: CDTA, CNYRTA, NFTA and RGRTA

Ridership declines translated directly to decreases in revenues from
charges for services. On a combined basis, the four regional
transportation authorities reported ridership declines of 33.1 million (50.7
percent) and declines in charges for services, which includes passenger
fare revenue, of $81.7 million (65.9 percent) from the prior year.

Of the four authorities, RGRTA had the largest percentage decline (82.2
percent) in charges for services revenue due to the loss of special fare
revenue from contracts with businesses and organizations in the service
area. (See Figure 5.) NFTA, where charges for services revenue
declined by 65.3 percent, suffered the largest dollar decrease of $42.2
million, which included the loss of parking, food and retail revenue at
Buffalo Niagara and Niagara Falls International Airports due to travel
restrictions and the closure of the Canadian border. For all four
authorities combined, revenue from charges for services made up 21.8
percent of total revenue in FY 2020 and dropped sharply to 6.8 percent
of total revenue in FY 2021.

Figure 5: Regional Transportation Authorities – Percentage Change
in Charges for Services and State Subsidies, FY 2021

Source: PARIS

Declines in State subsidies were less severe: State funding reported by
all four authorities combined decreased by $25 million or 12.9 percent in
FY 2021. New York State withheld certain Aid to Localities funding as it
faced its own budget shortfalls. The State indicated that it would restore
this funding if the federal government provided fiscal relief, yet regional
transportation authorities still reported a year-over-year decline in State
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support. RGRTA suffered the largest percentage decline in State
revenue at 16.0 percent, as well as the largest dollar decrease at $7.4
million.

Emergency Federal Aid Offset Other Revenue Losses
Emergency federal aid appropriated through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) and other legislation provided
additional funding to regional transportation authorities to offset other
revenue losses. Figure 6 shows federal revenue reported by authorities
in PARIS. In FY 2021, federal revenue made up 43.8 percent of total
revenue for all four authorities, compared with 19.6 percent of total
revenue in FY 2020. Federal aid increased by more than 100 percent for
CNYRTA and NFTA and by more than 600 percent for RGRTA, while
CDTA received a 40 percent increase.

Figure 6: Regional Transportation Authorities – Federal Revenue,
FY 2020 and FY 2021 (in millions)
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Source: PARIS

Implications for the Future
Transit authorities continue to face uncertainty regarding the timing and
extent of the recovery of passenger fare revenues. Ridership has not yet
returned to pre-pandemic levels. For example, in March 2021, CDTA
reported 879,466 riders for the month, compared to March 2020 ridership
of just over one million, and March 2019 ridership of 1.3 million.

Federal emergency financial assistance offset some revenue declines in
FY 2021, and additional federal aid is expected from the American
Rescue Plan Act and potentially from the infrastructure bill being
considered by Congress; however, relief funding is temporary and
allocations from the infrastructure bill for transit are still uncertain. If
ridership does not rebound at these authorities, they may be forced to
seek greater State and federal aid and/or to limit some of the critical
services they provide.

New York State’s Public Authorities
To further public interests, State and local governments in New York
have created entities commonly referred to as public authorities to
develop, operate and maintain critical infrastructure including roads,
bridges, mass transit, and environmental facilities and to finance
economic and community development projects. To learn more
about public authorities, visit our Public Authorities web page.

Endnotes
1 This report includes data for transportation authorities established in
State law, with board members appointed by the Governor, and that have
regional significance. It focuses on the State regional transportation
authorities outside of the Metropolitan Commuter Transportation District
in the New York City area.

2 Public authority data are self-reported and not verified by the Office of
the State Comptroller.

3 New York Codes, Rules and Regulations (NYCRR) Title 2 – Part 203.8
requires State public authorities to inform the Comptroller in writing at
any point during the fiscal year when the chief financial officer learns of

https://www.osc.state.ny.us/public-authorities
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Increase Investment in Transit to Grow Jobs and the
Economy, Address Climate Change, and Improve Social
Equity
By Bill Carpenter | March 25, 2021

 

When COVID-19 emerged in New York and so much was put on pause or shut
down, transit systems throughout the state responded quickly to the crisis,
transporting essential workers, and providing a lifeline to access jobs, food, and
health care. Our efforts kept the economy moving and are a vital key to its
recovery, which is why we are calling on Governor Cuomo, the Senate, and the
Assembly to not just restore our funding but increase it by 10% in the final 2021-
22 budget.

Like many businesses across the state, New York’s public transit systems face a
challenging long-term fiscal situation because of the pandemic. In addition to
state operating assistance payments being reduced over the past year, we saw
immediate and significant losses of ridership and revenue. At the same time, our

 Share  Tweet
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budgets absorbed the increased costs of protective equipment for employees, and
enhanced cleaning and disinfecting of vehicles and facilities.

Thanks to the leadership of U.S. Senate Majority Leader Charles Schumer and
the members of New York’s Congressional delegation, the federal government
provided funding that is making it possible for our transit systems to maintain
service as we navigate the pandemic. We also thank Governor Cuomo and
members of the Senate and Assembly for supporting increased transit funding in
the past few budgets. As more people are vaccinated and more businesses resume
normal operation, it will be more important than ever that they have access to
robust transit service that ensures safe, reliable mobility. That is why more
funding is needed.

Transit remained open during the pandemic to serve essential workers and we
are ready to expand mobility options so our communities can reopen, recover,
and grow. Robust transit service supports growth in the economy and jobs,
addresses climate change, improves social equity, and moves people from poverty
to prosperity. Accelerating investment in transit will accelerate these benefits.

Bill Carpenter is the CEO of the Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation
Authority and President of the New York Public Transit Association.
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MAHONEY: Upstate transit systems look for fairness from Albany
By Joe Mahoney Commentary
Mar 15, 2020

Joe Mahoney 

    

ALBANY — It's easy to find people at the New York Capitol who say they care about the well-being
and future of the upstate region.

Whether such talk is just lip service should come into focus over the next couple of weeks, when a
final deal is completed on the state spending plan.
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But it's already clear that long after the scary news about the COVID-19 virus has faded from the
headlines, having financially sound public transit systems across upstate New York will matter in the
quality of life experienced by those who live and work here and those who enroll in our colleges or
visit our tourist destinations.

Transit systems are lifelines for communities, particularly during the type of crisis we are
experiencing right now.

Need to get to a doctor's office or an urgent care center? For tens of thousands of upstate residents,
many of them seniors and disabled people living on meager monthly benefit checks, the only
affordable way to execute such appointments is to take a bus.

The battle for more equitable transit funding for the upstate region exposes a key fault line in the
competition for statewide resources.

But the upstate advocates tell you they don't want special favors. They just want what is known as
"parity" in funding decisions. Under the proposed executive budget now being negotiated, upstate
transit systems, their advocates say, would be left shortchanged by Albany.

Making the rounds at the statehouse the other day were a posse of transit system executives. I was
able to catch up with two of them, Tom George, director of public transit for the Niagara Frontier
Transportation Authority, and Bill Carpenter, president of the New York Public Transit Association
and chief executive officer of the Regional Transit Service in Rochester.

Part of their mission, they said, was to convince lawmakers to address the fact the proposed
spending plan provides a 4 percent increase in operating aid for upstate transit systems while the
non-MTA downstate transit operations would get a 16 percent increase.

Should the upstate advocates get their wish, it would cost the state $20 million, a tiny fraction of a
percentage point of the $178 billion budget.

And they aren't asking anyone to slash the money for the downstate system. They simply want a fair
deal for their upstate systems.

"What we're looking to do is build a system that makes it a meaningful alternative for someone who
can get rid of a car and get around in our communities just by mass transit -- and right now it is just
not workable," Carpenter said.
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"The buses don't run frequently," he added. "They don't do the same thing seven days a week. This
all relates to how much funding is available."

Strengthening bus systems can make communities more attractive for economic development and
lure many millennials who would would rather park the need for all the expenses, maintenance and
insurance that go into automobile ownership, Carpenter said.

Choosing the bus or train as a mode of transportation yields obvious environmental benefits as well.

Besides reducing the need for more cars on the roads, contributing to cleaner air, bus networks
promote public heath because bus riders tend to walk more than people who get around by car.

It's being mentioned obesity is one of the risk factors for COVID-19. Start walking more and when
you have to ride enjoy the scenery from the inside of a bus.

Riding the local transit system is also beneficial to the wallet. One study shows people who choose
buses over taxis for local trips can save $900 per year. Ditch the car for the bus and the savings
shoot up closer to $10,000 per year.

Carpenter and George pointed out transit systems have stepped up to address virus concerns by
staying attuned to advice from the Centers for Disease Control and other health experts to increase
the frequency of sanitizing buses and trains.

The transit advocate are also seeking full funding for a $1.7 billion, five-year capital plan for
infrastructure projects.

The Niagara Frontier system accounts for some 26 million rider trips per year. Having a transit
system that corresponds to the needs of communities can help lift people out of poverty by
connecting them with jobs they otherwise could not get to, George pointed out.

"The funding they have provided us in the past has been well-received and appreciated," George
said of Albany lawmakers. "But there is opportunity now to do more. And there is inequity now
between upstate and downstate in the executive budget."

Joe Mahoney covers the New York Statehouse for CNHI’s newspapers and websites. Reach him at 
jmahoney@cnhi.com.
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During the pandemic, there was drop in ridership on public transportation

throughout upstate New York, but it wasn’t as steep as you might think. 

In Rochester, for example, the Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation

Authority saw an approximately 50% decrease in usage. But the 50% of riders who

continued using public transit were nurses, grocery workers, home healthcare

professionals, and other essential workers – which transit advocates say illustrates

just how vital public transportation is to our communities.
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YOU MAY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN

The CEO of the Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation Authority, and

president of the New York Public Transit Association, Bill Carpenter, discussed

upstate transit’s funding requests with Capital Tonight host Susan Arbetter.

According to Carpenter, upstate transit agencies are looking for a 50% increase in

funding over five years, or 10% per year.

“The generation of buses today is not your parents’ bus,” Carpenter explained. “As

we move to electric it’s great for the climate, the technology gets on the buses so

you can see where the bus is while you’re riding on it. There’s a touchless payment

system. It’s a whole different experience.”
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